ToughGard® R stands out from other rotary duct liner products thanks to its outstanding cutability, acoustic and thermal properties. ToughGard R is available in most common coil line and standard widths, thicknesses and densities.

Cutability
Legendary ToughGard airstream surface and mat make hand or machine cutting easy. Minimal effort results in clean, crisp edges; facing won’t pucker.

Quiet Operation
Absorbs unwanted crosstalk, equipment and air rush noises.

Thermal Performance
Thermal insulating properties help control condensation and lower HVAC operating costs by reducing heat gain/loss in duct systems.

Antimicrobial Protection
The durable, black airstream surface contains an EPA-registered antimicrobial agent to reduce the potential of microbial growth. The antimicrobial properties are intended to protect only this product.

Deca-BDE Free
Meets industry flame and smoke index performance standards without the use of deca-BDE, a chemical of concern typically used as a flame retardant.

GREENGUARD Gold Certification
Meets the most stringent GREENGUARD Gold standards for low chemical emissions into indoor air during product usage.
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